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Mini Fly Trap Dog Collar
Materials
Two 10 ft pieces of 550 paracord
One 15 ft piece of 550 paracord
½ or 5/8 inch buckle
One or two D Rings
{Cost for this project starts at $5.99}

Use our two strand double cow's hitch
tutorial to start this bracelet with the 15 ft
piece of paracord. Be sure to add on your
D rings as you tie your knots.

At the end with your working ends and
with one 10 ft piece of cord, insert each
end up through the two cow's hitch knots
and pull so your middle is at the buckle.

Insert your second 10 ft piece of cord
through the sides of the cow's hitch knots
with the middle at the knots. Pull the
knots tight.

Step 1: Start with the working ends of the
first 15 ft piece of cord. Bring the left cord
1 under the left core strand and over the
right core strand.
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Step 2: With right side of the first cord,
bring cord 2 over cord 1, then under the
right core strand and over the left core
strand.

Step 3: Wrap the second 10 ft piece sides
around cords 1 and 2 in between the core
strands. Make sure the working ends are
toward the middle.

Step 4: Cross the last cord ends with the
right side over the left.

Step 5: Wrap the last cords around cords
1 and 2 on the left and right. Be sure they
go up through the loop cords 1 and 2
make with the working ends on the
outside. Pull all cords tight.

Step 6: Repeat steps 1 and 2 with the first
cords.

Step 7: Cross the second color cords with
the right side over the left.
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Step 8: Wrap the second cords around
cords 1 and 2 on the left and right sides
with the cords coming up through the
loops and the working ends toward the
outside.

Step 9: Wrap the third cords around cords
1 and 2 where they meet in the middle of
the core strands. Make sure the working
ends are toward the middle. Pull all cords
tight.

Repeat steps 1 through 9 until you reach
the other buckle.

Use a lacing needle to weave all the cord
ends through the bracelet to the back.

Weave the ends into a stitch or two on the
back. Then trim and melt the excess.

Clip your leash into both d rings for added
security and less pressure on the buckle if
pulled. This made a 14 inch collar.
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